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Assistant Professor of
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Assistant Professor of
Chemical Engineering

“Learning and Using
Models of Geo-Temporal
Appearance”

“Glycoside Hydrolase
Processivity and Substrate
Recognition Mechanisms”

Billions of geotagged and time-stamped images
are publicly available via the Internet, providing
a rich record of the appearance of materials,
objects and scenes across the globe. These
images are a largely untapped resource that
could improve our understanding of how the
world changes over time. Jacobs’ research
seeks to extract useful information from this
imagery and fuse it into high-resolution global
models that capture geo-temporal trends.
His proposal presents a unified research,
education, outreach and collaboration plan that
will fill many important gaps in this area.

Glycoside hydrolases are enzymes responsible for
breaking down biomass such as cellulose or chitin
into soluble sugars. The most efficient glycoside
hydrolases are capable of processive hydrolysis
(or processivity), where the enzyme repeatedly
cleaves the covalent bonds that hold the biomass
together. Payne’s proposed research focuses on
developing a molecular-level understanding of
the mechanisms governing glycoside hydrolase
processivity through molecular modeling
and thermodynamic calculations backed by
experimental biochemical characterization – the
latter carried out in collaboration with a team of
researchers in Norway, Sweden and Estonia.
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FROM

DESK
THE PRESIDENT’S
BY LEE J. CZOR, PE

KSPE PRESIDENT - 2015/2016

These pools that, though in forests, still reflect
The total sky almost without defect,
And like the flowers beside them, chill and shiver,
Will like the flowers beside them soon be gone,
And yet not out by any brook or river,
But up by roots to bring dark foliage on.
The trees that have it in their pent-up buds
To darken nature and be summer woods Let them think twice before they use their powers
To blot out and drink up and sweep away
These flowery waters and these watery flowers
From snow that melted only yesterday.
“Spring Pools” by Robert Frost

May. Thanks to Kristen Crumpton, P.E. and the rest of the
Mathcounts committee for a job well done.
The Leadership P.E. committee, chaired by Jason Bricker,
P.E., had fourteen graduates in this year’s class and the
program is going strong. It might interest you to know that
we have had record numbers of applicants the last several
years and because we have had such a high percentage of
qualified applicants, it has been increasingly difficult to
keep the class size within traditional limits. It is gratifying
seeing such interest in this program, and a great big
THANK YOU goes out to the LPE session deans who give
of their valuable time and help train the next generation of
engineer-leaders in Kentucky.
Now that our Kentucky legislative session is over, I’m sure
that you had a chance to follow all (sarcasm intended) of
the legislation that was brought before the house and senate
during the session; especially the few items that potentially
affect our profession. We take great pride in our Legislative
Committee, chaired by Mr. Ben Edelen, P.E., as they put
in tremendous time and effort to summarize the relevant
legislative activities for us every session. We send out
regular blast e-mails to the membership with updates on
the progress of this legislation so that we can act should the
need arise.
In conjunction with our fine KEC staff, the Professional
Development Committee developed and carried out
another first class slate
of training classes for the
2015-2016 year; and I
would like to thank Brad
Gregory, P.E. (Chair) and
the rest of the committee
for a job well done.

As I sit and contemplate my
final President’s Message, I
am looking out the window
at the beautiful colors of
the redbuds, daffodils, and
tulips; the grass has turned
its familiar emerald green
color; and the birds have
The 2016 Annual
returned to their usual
Convention was held
nesting spot in the holly tree
this year at the historic
out front. I’m not sure if
Seelbach Hilton Hotel
there is anything that I look
in Louisville from April
forward to with as much
13th to April 15th; and
anticipation as the coming
I hope that all of you
of spring in Kentucky. It’s
had just as rewarding a
time to start getting outside
time as I did. I thank
as the days get longer and
Changing of the guard: President Lee Czor and President-Elect Chad LaRue
Chad Larue and the
rising temperatures are
rest of the Convention
teasing us with the warm
Planning Committee
summer days to come. I’m an eternal optimist, so spring
for all of their hard work in putting together a fine line
has always been my favorite season of the year.
up of events this year and I certainly appreciated the
opportunity for us to meet in a new venue. It was exciting
It has been a busy year for KSPE and it feels like we just
to have Mr. Harvey Hnatiuk, P.E., F.NSPE with us during
got started. Since the last installment of the Kentucky
the Convention and thank him for spending time with us.
ENGINEER Magazine, we have been pretty busy. Here is a
As immediate NSPE Past President, Mr. Hnatiuk certainly
quick run-down of events in the past few months.
understands the challenges ahead of us as an association. I
offer congratulations also to two of our KSPE members; Mr.
We recently completed both the regional and state level
Mike Harris, P.E. and Mr. Bill Bowie, P.E. were recognized
Mathcounts competitions and I feel confident that our
as NSPE Fellows during the convention and are very
team will perform well at the national competition in
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deserving of this honor.
We have begun our search for a new Executive Director
and the process is well underway. The Search Committee,
headed by Chad Larue, P.E. and Brad Montgomery, P.E.,
are optimistic that we will have a new Executive Director
selected by early June. George Binder has graciously
agreed to step in as interim Executive Director on a part
time basis until the new E.D. has been selected. I would
like to thank Derek Guthrie for his many years of service to
KSPE as a member, Past President, and former Executive
Director; and I wish him well in his new endeavors.
As the last months of my time serving you as KSPE
President comes to a close, I would like to thank all of you
for allowing me this great honor. It has been a privilege
to serve, and I appreciate all of the hard work and support
from the KEC staff, fellow KSPE Officers, Committee
Chairs, and KSPE Members across the Commonwealth
of Kentucky. In my opinion, the engineering profession
is one of the most honorable of callings; and we uphold
lofty standards of behavior and ethics. If we are going
to continue to stand firm during these changing and
challenging times, we need an organization like KSPE in
our corner to provide a bulwark and sound the warning
when the integrity of our profession is being threatened.
Those of us who have served in leadership positions at
KSPE know that we can only be successful with the full
support of the membership, and we thank you for it.
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Seelbach Hilton in Louisville on April 13-15. This
event is not possible without the support of the Annual
Convention committee, especially the seminars
subcommittee, our exhibitors, our speakers and our
sponsors. We want
to give big thanks
to all 220 that
attended this year’s
Convention and
made all of our
hard work worth
it. The speakers
put much time and
This time of year, between the Winter issue
effort in to their
and the Spring issue of the ENGINEER
presentations as a
magazine, seems to be one of the busiest
service to those who
here at the Kentucky Engineering Center.
attend so we want
Chapter and State MATHCOUNTS
The Future City Group during their presentation at the STEM highlight
to thank them as
competitions are held in February and March.
well. This year we had
Preparation for the Annual Convention is well
the
privilege
of
hosting
a
STEM
Highlight
on Friday
underway and professional development classes continue
morning.
MATHCOUNTS,
Future
City,
ACE
Mentor
to be held most weeks. Two Leadership PE sessions fall in
Program, Project Lead the Way, Robotics & First Lego
those two months as well, with March being the longest
League, and National Air and Space Education all brought
session in the program, and the Legislature is in full swing
their students to present to the engineers in attendance.
as well. “Busy”, I’m not quite sure sums it up.
It’s always nice to see what these young, bright minds are
capable of creating. Thanks for the STEM agenda go to
Bret Lavey, chair of the Educational Outreach Committee,
and Doug Klein, co-chair of the Educational Outreach
Committee. It was a good year for the Convention
and we are hoping that 2017 is even better. Make
Kentucky
sure to consider attending the Convention next
MATHCOUNTS
year! We would love to have this Convention grow
The 2016
– and if you have suggestions for how we can make
Kentucky
it more valuable, please send those to the KEC
MATHCOUNTS
Staff. Thanks again to all who supported this year’s
season went very
Convention!
well. Chapter

KSPE

REPORT

competitions were
Leadership PE
held across the
On Friday of the Annual Convention, the 18th
state on February
Class of Leadership PE graduated from the
20th at each
Kentucky National MATHCOUNTS Team at Annual Convention
program.
This was an outstanding group, full of
with Committee Chair, Kristen Crumpton
of the 13 KSPE
good engineers but more importantly, full of good
Chapters. Those
people. We want to thank this group for being
who placed at the Chapter level moved on to the state
open,
understanding of the process, and sticking with
competition which was held at the Clarion Hotel in
the program. This program is designed to grow you
Lexington on March 11-12. This year we saw 154 students
from 56 schools, with 27 teams and 46 individuals. The
competition went smoothly and we welcomed our four
students to the Kentucky National MATHCOUNTS team.
To learn more about Lilly, Karthik, Lohith and Raymond,
and to see pictures from the competition, go check out the
MATHCOUNTS article at the end of the magazine.
2016 KSPE Annual Convention
The 2016 KSPE Annual Convention was held at the
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professionally and personally. We believe that all of you
grew during the
program this year.
Thank you all for
being part of our
18th Class!
Now that the 18th class has graduated, we are looking
forward to those that might be in our 19th class. Typically,
fifteen individuals are chosen for the program each
year. There are six development sessions that those
participating go through: Orientation, Communication,
Team Dynamics, Professionalism, Legislative and
Personal Management. If you think this program would
be beneficial to you, check out the Kentucky Engineering
Center website (www.kyengcenter.org) to learn more
about the program. If you have any questions about the
program, please contact Marcie Fisher at the KEC office.
The Leadership PE application is available online and are
due by June 30th. No better time than now to get started!
Executive Director Search
The search for the new Executive Director for ACECKY/KEF/KSPE is in process. The advertisement for the
position closed on April 22nd. The Search committee then
reviewed the resumes that were submitted. Based on those
received, the committee will come together to select those
they want to interview. They then hope to make a selection
mid-May, with hopes to have a new Executive Director in
early June. We are looking forward to the future.

Local focus backed by a full
continuum of innovative solutions,
global expertise and experience

Project: New U.S. 68/KY 80 Bridge over Kentucky Lake | Aurora, Kentucky

1650 Lyndon Farm Court, Suite 101, Louisville, KY 40223
(502) 339-3557

We Make a Difference

MBAKERINTL.COM

Dates to Note
Kentucky Engineers’ Golf Classic
September 21, 2016 at the University Club of
Kentucky
2016 Professional Engineers Conference for NSPE
June 22-26, 2016 at the Fairmont in Dallas, Texas

Bridging the gap between

idea + achievement
This is where great begins.

Ohio River Bridges Downtown Crossing
Construction Oversight Team
hdrinc.com

No caption needed.
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to us electronically. It can also be used for other states as
well.
Another quick comment related to continuing education.
If you are selected for audit, please respond timely; do
not ignore us. In reviewing the disciplinary actions listed
below, you will note that five out of the nine actions had
a continuing education violation and that all five resulted
from failing to respond to us.

REPORT
LICENSURE

BULLETIN

B. DAVID COX
Executive Director

Board Members
Governor Matt Bevin has made two appointments to our
Board:

Calendar of Events 2016
April 7-9
NCEES Southern Zone Meeting
		Nashville TN
April 15		
PE, PS, STR Vertical Exams			
		Louisville KY
April 16		
STR Horizontal Exam				
		Louisville KY

William Bowie, PE, PLS replaces James Riney, PE, PS whose
term had expired.

July 21		Committee Meetings				
		Frankfort KY

Herb Goff, PE, replaces Linda Bridwell, PE whose term had
expired.

July 22		Board Meeting					
		Frankfort KY

We welcome our new members and thank Jim and Linda
for their service to the Board, the professions, and the
citizens of Kentucky.

August 24-27 NCEES Annual Meeting				
		Indianapolis IN

2015 Enforcement Statistics
Open Cases January 1, 2015 – 75
Cases Opened (41 engineering; 19 surveying; 1 both) – 61
Cases Completed – 85
Open Cases December 31, 2015 – 51
Closed with no disciplinary action – 52%
Fines, probation, education, etc. – 35%
Suspensions – 5%
Revocations – 8%
Continuing Education Tracking System
We plan to add an online continuing education tracking
system to our website around August/September of this
year. It will be free, online, and simple to use. You can
enter all your education and scan attendance certificates
or other documentation. It will be stored electronically in
your personal account.
If you are selected for audit, you can submit the information
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October 6
Committee Meetings				
		Frankfort KY
October 7
Board Meeting					
		Frankfort KY
October 28
PE, STR Vertical Exams				
		Louisville KY
October 29
STR Horizontal Exam				
		Louisville KY
ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS SUMMARY
For The Period
January 16, 2016 – April 1, 2016
MATTHEW AYER
AYER QUALITY ENGINEERING, LLC
In 2013, the Board received information that Matthew Ayer
and his firm Ayer Quality Engineering, LLC, of Cincinnati,
Ohio had practiced professional engineering in Kentucky
without a license or business entity permit, in violation of

SPRING 2016

KRS 322.020 and KRS 322.060. Specifically, it was alleged
that through his firm, Ayer Quality Engineering, LLC, Mr.
Ayer prepared a BACT Report for an industrial client in
Louisville. It was determined from a review of that report
that some of the work required to prepare the report and
some opinions expressed therein constitute the practice
of engineering as defined in KRS 322.010. Mr. Ayer is not
licensed as a professional engineer in Kentucky and his
firm does not hold a business entity permit from the Board.
To resolve this matter, Mr. Ayer entered into an Agreed
Injunction which bars him from further unlicensed practice
either individually or through a business entity. No penalty
was assessed for the current violation; however the Agreed
Injunction calls for a fine of $1000 and seven (7) days in jail
for any future violation. The Agreed Injunction was entered
in the Franklin Circuit Court on March 9, 2016.
ROBERT KELLY RICHARD, PLS
In April 2014, Mr. Robert Kelly Richard, PLS of Georgetown
entered into a Consent Decree in settlement of a disciplinary
action against him. Among other things, that agreement
called for Mr. Richard to submit a quarterly list of his
surveying projects from which the Board would select
certain projects for review. Mr. Richard failed to submit a
projects list for the fourth quarter of 2015 within the time
specified in the Consent Decree. In accordance with the
terms of the Consent Decree and after being notified of the
default, Mr. Richard’s professional land surveying license
was suspended. The suspension became effective January 26,
2016. Mr. Richard subsequently submitted the list and paid
the associated fees on February 22, 2016 and the suspension
was lifted.
DALE WILLIAM CODY, PE
Mr. William Dale Cody, PE, of Lake Mary, Florida was
disciplined for failing to respond to an audit of his
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) credits in a
timely manner, in violation of 201 KAR 18:196. The case was
settled by a Consent Decree wherein Mr. Cody acknowledged
the violation and agreed to a Reprimand and a $1000 fine.
Additionally, the agreement specifies that Mr. Cody must
make up a 1pdh deficit in his CPD within six months. The
Board accepted the Consent Decree on April 1, 2016.
RANDY EARLE MARTIN, PLS
In July 2014, the Board received a complaint against Randy
Earle Martin, PLS of Lexington in connection with his
retracement of a lot in Georgetown. The complaint alleged
ethical violations as well as violations of the Surveying
Standards of Practice. A Board investigation determined that
no ethical violations had occurred, however some Standards
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of Practice issues were identified. An expanded review
of Mr. Martin’s recent work product identified a pattern
of violations of the Standards of Practice, 201 KAR
18:150. The matter was settled through a Consent
Decree wherein Mr. Martin acknowledged the pattern of
violations of the Standards of Practice and accepted the
following sanctions: (1) Letter of Reprimand, (2) a $1000
fine, (3) Mr. Martin will attend a class on the Surveying
Standards of Practice, and (4) a two-year probation of
Mr. Martin’s land surveying license during which time he
will submit to a quarterly review of his work. The Board
of Licensure accepted the Consent Decree on April 1,
2016.
GREGORY KOOPMAN, PLS
In August 2014, the Board received a complaint against
Gregory Koopman, PLS of Cincinnati which alleged
numerous violations of the Surveying Standards of
Practice on Mr. Koopman’s survey of a lot in Highland
Heights, Kentucky. A Board investigation identified
numerous Standards of Practice issues on the plat of the
subject survey. An expanded review of Mr. Koopmans’s
recent work product identified a serious pattern of
violations of the Standards of Practice, 201 KAR 18:150.
The matter was resolved by a Consent Decree wherein
Mr. Koopman acknowledged the violations and agreed
to surrender his professional land surveyor’s license. The
Board accepted the Consent Decree on April 1, 2016.
GERALD PAUL SULLIVAN, PE
Mr. Gerald Paul Sullivan, PE, of Orchard Park, New York
was disciplined for failing to respond to an audit of his
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) credits in a
timely manner, in violation of 201 KAR 18:196. The case
was settled by a Consent Decree wherein Mr. Sullivan
acknowledged the violation and agreed to the following
sanctions: (1) a $1000 fine, (2) Mr. Sullivan shall make
up a 7pdh deficit identified during the audit within sixty
days, (3) Mr. Sullivan will complete the online course
in engineering ethics offered by Texas Tech University
within six months, (4) Mr. Sullivan will submit proof of
his participation in at least 30 hours of qualifying CPD
activities during the 2016/2017 reporting period by
not later than January 10, 2018, (5) Mr. Sullivan agrees
to comply with the CPD regulations in the future and
to respond to any future audit request within the time
period specified in the regulations. The Board accepted
the Consent Decree on April 1, 2016.
MALCOLM L. FOSS, PE
Mr. Malcolm L. Foss, PE, of Woodstock, Georgia
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was disciplined for failing to respond to an audit of his
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) credits in
a timely manner, in violation of 201 KAR 18:196. The
case was settled by a Consent Decree wherein Mr. Foss
acknowledged the violation and agreed to the following
sanctions: (1) a $1000 fine, (2) Mr. Foss shall make up a
11.5pdh deficit identified during the audit within sixty days,
and (3) Mr. Foss will submit proof of his participation in
at least 30 hours of qualifying CPD activities during the
2015/2016 reporting period by not later than January 6,
2017. The Board accepted the Consent Decree on April 1,
2016.

Cross Hole
Sonic Logging
by the Foundation Testing Experts

ARTHUR F. GAMBLE, III, PE
Mr. Arthur F. Gamble, III, PE of Austin, Texas was
disciplined for failing to respond to an audit of his
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) credits in a
timely manner, in violation of 201 KAR 18:196. The case
was settled by a Consent Decree wherein Mr. Gamble
acknowledged the violation and agreed to a written
Reprimand and a $1000 fine. The Board accepted the
Consent Decree on April 1, 2016.

s

dation

p foun

ing dee

of test

GRL Engineers
employ the best
CSL technology
to assess the
integrity of
drilled shafts.

Quick response,
results you can trust
For service in Kentucky call
859.327.8849 or 216.831.6131
Other ofﬁces nationwide
www.GRLengineers.com/csl

JASON MATTHEW CONN, PE
Mr. Jason Matthew Conn, PE of Linden, Michigan
was disciplined for failing to respond to an audit of his
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) credits
in a timely manner, in violation of 201 KAR 18:196 and
for operating Conn Engineering Consultants, Inc., an
engineering business entity without a Business Entity
Permit from the Board, in violation of KRS 322.060. The
case was settled by a Consent Decree wherein Mr. Conn
acknowledged the violations and agreed to a written
Reprimand and a $4000 fine. Additionally, Mr. Conn
agreed to maintain an active Business Entity Permit for
his firm for as long as he provides engineering services
in Kentucky through that firm. The Board accepted the
Consent Decree on April 1, 2016.

Years

GRL-OH@GRLengineers.com

connected
excellence
in all we do

twitter.com/amec_fw
linkedin.com/company/amecfw
youtube.com/user/amecfw
facebook.com/amecfw

Oil & Gas
Clean Energy
Environment & Infrastructure
Mining

amecfw.com
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7020 Series

PRESSURE? NO PROBLEM.
The Shark® 7020 Series Progressing Cavity Grinder Pumps
are ideal for pressure sewer systems. Packages designed
for new installations or retrofitting existing systems.
Designed, machined and assembled in the USA.
100% factory tested.

YOUR PEACE OF MIND IS OUR TOP PRIORITY.®
1-800-928-7867 | www.zoellerengprod.com
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2016
KSPE

CONVENTION
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2016
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CONVENTION
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KSPE

YOUNG
ENGINEER
OF THE YEAR

Jason C. Stith, PhD, PE, SE

Congratulations goes to Jason who
was selected as the National Society
of Professional Engineers’ 2016 Young
Engineer of the Year!

MARK YOUR
CALENDARS!
2016
ACEC-KY/FHWA/KYTC

PARTNERING CONFERENCE

SEPTEMBER 6 - 8
GALT HOUSE HOTEL
LOUISVILLE KY
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KSPE State Officers

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
2016
SCHEDULE
May 2016
May 10 - 13
MicroStation/InRoads TBD - Kentucky Engineering Center, Frankfort

June 9

June 2016
Spring Dendrology & Native Tree Identification - Bernheim Aboretum, Clermont

September 2016
September 6-8
ACEC-KY/FHWA/KYTC Partnering Conference - Galt House Hotel, Louisville
February 2017
February 1
6th Annual Bridge Seminar Day - Marriott Griffin Gate, Lexington
Visit http://www.kyengcenter.org to see what other seminars are available!

Professional Development from ACEC-KY/KSPE

From July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016, ACEC-KY/KSPE Seminars will have held 43
individual seminars at 11 different locations around the state. These 43 seminars
will have provided professional development hours to almost 1000 individuals
within the engineering profession.
The Professional Development offerings are determined by the ACEC-KY/
KSPE Professional Development Committee. Sometimes topics and seminars are
chosen based on the geographical area (i.e. Fall Seminar Days), sometimes they
are suggested by a committee member, and sometimes they are suggested by an
engineer who has contacted the KEC staff.
This program is really a group effort, so in an effort to make next year our best
year yet for our seminars and making those seminars as beneficial to you as possible, we are going to need your help. If you have an interest in a particular topic,
subject or seminar, please contact Jennifer at the Kentucky Engineering Center
with those suggestions. She can be reached by email at jennifer@kyengcenter.org
or by phone at 502-695-5680.
We are looking forward to another wonderful year of seminars and providing
professional development to all of you. Fall seminars across the state are planned
to take place although no dates have been set as of yet. Once we get those dates
and locations set, we will get that information out to you so be looking for those.
As always you can visit our website for current professional development offerings
at http://www.kyengcenter.org and clicking “Calendar”. Thanks!
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Professional Directory Advertising
Offices in KY, TN, IN, & WV
1-800-432-9537
www.grwinc.com

Civil
Mining
Survey
environMental arChiteCture
Pikeville 606-432-1447 | Lexington 859-264-9860
Henderson 270-827-1447 | S. Charleston 604-744-6410

www.summit-engr.com

Now accepting applications for
the 19th Class of Leadership PE!
Due June 30!
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Professional Directory Advertising
‘Like’ KSPE
on

facebook

http://www.facebook.com/
KentuckySocietyOfProfessionalEngineers

INC

DUNAWAY
ENGINEERING

BUILDING STRONGER COMMUNITIES
With Expertise in
• CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
• INFRASTRUCTURE
+ ANALYTICS
• SITE DEVELOPMENT

3404 Stony Spring Circle
Louisville, KY 40220
502.671.0060

• STRUCTURES
• SURVEY
• TRANSPORTATION
• WATER RESOURCES

www.CivilDesignInc.com
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THANKS YOU!
ACEC-KY
American Engineers Inc
Bottoms Engineering
Childress & Associates
Civil Design Group
Cornerstone Engineering
David Durik
EA Partners
Gregory Brey
GRW Engineers
HMB Professional Engineers
Horn & Associates
Indiana Kentucky Ohio Concrete
Pipe Association
Integrated Engineering
Judy Construction
KATE
Kentucky Glass Lined Tank
Systems
Kenvirons
Kristen H. Crumpton
KSPE
Louisville Water Company
Mammoth Cave Chapter of KSPE
Marco Rajkovich

Marilyn Lewis
Municipal Engineering
Company
Palmer Engineering
Porter Paint Foundation
Professional Engineers in
Mining
Qk4
Ronald Johnson & Associates
Ryan Stevens
SAME Kentuckiana Post
Stantec Consulting Services
Inc
Steven Nicaise
Strand Associates
Thelen Associates
Thelen Associates
Tony Huff & Associates
Toyota
University of Kentucky
University of Louisville
Western Kentucky University
William Marcum
WMB Inc
Zoeller Company
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KENTUCKY
On the morning of
March 12th, 154 of
the best and brightest
6th, 7th and 8th grade
Mathletes from across the
Commonwealth gathered
for the epic battle that is
the state MATHCOUNTS
competition. At
approximately 9:15
am with pencils and
calculators in hand, these
Mathletes took on what
could be their toughest
challenge to date. With
pencils scribbling and
eraser shavings flying, each mathlete took on the this year’s
test with vengeance but only four would remain in the end
to take on the title of team member for the 2016 Kentucky
National MATHCOUNTS team.
Taking fourth place, from Winburn Middle School in
Lexington, was 7th grader Lohith Tummala. Lohith, the
son of two
software
engineers,
was born in
India but
has lived in
the United
States for
the last
10 years.
An active
participant
Lohith Tummala, 4th place finisher at the Kentucky
in chess,
MATHCOUNTS competition (Photo by Chelsea Durbin)
he placed
numerous times in chess tournaments, coming in first at
one. Outside of MATHCOUNTS, he participates on his
school’s academic team, where he placed first at the district
and third at regionals this year. He began participating
in MATHCOUNTS last year as a 6th grader. What
Lohith likes most about MATHCOUNTS are the type of
questions asked and the competition itself. He says, “It is
very challenging for me.” As far as his favorite experience
with MATHCOUNTS (so far), was his placing fourth at
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State. “It felt so good after so much competition pressure.”
According to Lohith, his favorite subject is math because it
seems so simple to understand but it’s not simple. He likes
math because he likes the logical thinking, the geometry
and the
algebraic
thinking
about it. He
says, “It’s
like learning
a new
language.”
His favorite
part of the
competition
is the team
round because Lohith Tummala with his team during the team round
(Photo by Chelsea Durbin)
he likes to
collaborate on the problems. In regards to college, Harvard
is his top choice because he likes their placement in the
Ivy League and their academic programs. Right now he is
thinking that engineering seems like a lot of fun, in regards
to a college major, and he is ready for the critical thinking
of it. In summarizing his thoughts about MATHCOUNTS
and its positive impact, he said, “I like the dedication it
gives to me. I personally want to do well in math and a
chance sprouted out.” It’s great to have Lohith on the team
this year and we look forward to seeing how he performs
at National, as well as next year as the State Competition!
In third place, from Meyzeek Middle School in Louisville,
was 8th grader Lilly Gonzalez. Lilly, the daughter of a
doctor and engineer, enjoys participating in archery
competitions, the science fair and Science Olympiad.
Lilly Gonzalez,
3rd place finisher
at the Kentucky
MATHCOUNTS
competition
(Photo by
Chelsea Durbin)
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She enjoys swimming and playing piano in her spare
time. Her fondest experience was when she got first
place at the Chapter competition; she’s been competing
in MATHCOUNTS for the last 3 years. She says, “It’s
always been fun and I’ve grown from it.” She says she’s
always enjoyed the challenging questions and supportive
teamwork during practices. Teetering on her favorite
school subject, she says she would go between science
and math. According to her, “Math is an important
component of life, and without it, we wouldn’t have
all we do.” Her favorite part of the MATHCOUNTS
competition, she says is hard to choose, “I loved all of
it!” Looking towards her future, she has her eyes on
the Ivy Leagues (of course) and says in regards to her

Lilly Gonzalez and Karthik Jetty with their team during the team
round (Photo by Chelsea Durbin)

major, she’s thinking possibly information technology or
medical school. To summarize, Lilly said, “I really love
MATHCOUNTS. It’s taught me things like preparation
and time management, and the competitions were always
organized and easy to follow.” Congratulations on your
third place finish at state, Lilly! We look forward to seeing
how you do at National and the rest of your future!
Finishing in
second place at this
year’s Kentucky
MATHCOUNTS
competition, from
Meyzeek Middle
School in Louisville,
was 8th grader
Karthik Jetty.
Originally born in
India, Karthik has
lived in the United
States for the last
10 years. He is the
son of a senior
consultant and a
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Karthik Jetty, 2nd place finisher at the
Kentucky MATHCOUNTS competition
(Photo by Chelsea Durbin)

housewife. Outside of MATHCOUNTS, Karthik spends
much of his time playing tennis and competing in tennis
tournaments. His first year in MATHCOUNTS, when he
was a 6th grader, he placed 5th at the State competition. His
devotion to MATHCOUNTS can be attributed his father
who pushed him to do well. Last year, Karthik placed at
State to take him to Nationals for the first time. His fondest
experience was at Nationals where they crashed at another
person’s room and played cards. He also enjoyed the fact
he got to miss two days of school. When asked what his
favorite subject is at school, he said, ”My favorite school
subject is science since we get to do hands-on activities.”
Interested in math as well, he says, “It interests me
because he likes the ‘aha’ moment when you do a difficult
problem.” The Countdown round is his favorite part of
MATHCOUNTS because it is exciting. In the future, he is
looking towards a college major of mechanical engineering
or biology since he would like to go to medical school. He
would like to attend MIT, after seeing campus last year at
Nationals. He also would like to attend John Hopkins for
medical school. Attending Nationals for the second year,
Karthik plans to tour Washington DC while he’s there. His
summary of MATHCOUNTS, Karthik said, “I really like
how MATHCOUNTS is expense-paid and how it allows
you to visit other Mathletes. I also think it inspires me due
to the expense-paid trip to Nationals.” Two years in a row is
no easy task, well done, Karthik! Best of luck at Nationals,
we hope DC is all you hoped it would be!
Last but not least,
coming in first place
at the Kentucky
MATHCOUNTS
competition, from
Kentucky Country
Day in Louisville,
was 8th grader
Raymond Suo. The
son of two selfemployed parents,
Raymond has two
sisters Lucy and
Amy. According
to Raymond, the
person instrumental
Raymond Suo, 1st place finisher at the
in his involvement
Kentucky MATHCOUNTS competition
in MATHCOUNTS
(Photo by Chelsea Durbin)
was, “My mom, an
engineer, helped me get involved in MATHCOUNTS. She
taught me many things in math and encouraged me to
work hard.” His fondest memory of MATHCOUNTS was
in 2015, when he placed first at the Chapter competition.
“Winning the countdown round at Chapter this year was
a great experience. It was very exciting, and I had lots of
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fun,” he said, when asked about his favorite experience
Science Olympiad. Her first experience with MATHCOUNTS
with MATHCOUNTS. In regards to his outside hobbies was in 2009, with her first trip to Nationals being in 2011.
and other successes,
Becoming involved with MATHCOUNTS,
Raymond was
in 2009, as a help to the previous coach from
named a finalist
Meyzeek, Mr. Greg Moore. In regards to her good
last year in the
experiences with MATHCOUNTS, she said, “It is
Young Artist
amazing how the Kentucky engineers sponsor our
Louisville Orchestra
events.” Her favorite experience is, “The student’s
Competition.
joy at doing a job well.” First getting involved with
MATHCOUNTS is
MATHCOUNTS was for a particular reason for
not the only Math
Ms. Bridgewater. She said, “I got involved to help
related activity
out a friend and support the students. My Science
Raymond has
Olympiad students who were in MATHCOUNTS
taken part in. He
came to me and asked me to coach when they
took the American Raymond Suo with his team during the team round (Photo by found out that Mr. Moore was retiring.” We
Chelsea Durbin)
Mathematics
are very happy to have you as the coach again
Contest exam and
this year and cannot wait to see how this team
scored a 105 on the AMC 12 this year. It was the highest performs this year!
score in his school and qualified him for the American
Right now this team is practicing every other day, with three
Invitational Mathematics Examination, which is the
mathletes in Louisville and one mathlete in Lexington, utilizing
second of two tests used to determine qualification for
technology to bring them together as a team. The National
the United States of America Mathematical Olympiad.
MATHCOUNTS competition is being held May 7-10 in
We love Raymond’s enthusiasm for math and cannot
Washington DC. We are wishing our team the best of luck this
wait to see how well he does at National!
year at Nationals!
Each team needs a coach and this year the Kentucky
National MATHCOUNTS team is being coached
by Meyzeek Middle School’s Carol Bridgewater. Ms.
Bridgewater has taught at Meyzeek for 14 years. Outside
of MATHCOUNTS, she has also coached six teams for

We are so glad we are able to sponsor this program here in
Kentucky and know it is not possible without the support of
all of our chapter and state volunteers so thanks goes out to all
those who support the Kentucky MATHCOUNTS program!

(From L-R) KSPE
President Lee
Czor, Karthik Jetty,
Lohith Tummala,
Lilly Gonzalez,
Raymond Suo,
Coach Carol
Bridgwater,
Kentucky
MATHCOUNTS
Chair Kristen
Crumpton(Photo
by Chelsea Durbin)
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Be A Part of the 19th Class of Leadership P.E.
Learn More and Apply Online at http://www.kyengcenter.org
Deadline for application submittals for the 2016 - 2017 class is June 30th.
If you know of someone who would benefit from this program, please forward the information.

Leadership P.E. is a leadership development program designed to encourage, strengthen and build the professional careers and the civic involvement of entry- and mid- to upper-level
engineers. This will be accomplished through organized career-training sessions and networking with business and community contacts and peers, as well as interactive meetings
with community decision makers. It will involve a cross-section of leaders or potential leaders who are active in business, education, the arts, religion, government, community-based
organizations and ethnic and minority groups. It will reflect the diversity of the professional engineering community. This unique and positive image- and career-building program is
design specifically to benefit persons in the engineering profession. Typically, fifteen individuals are chosen to participate in the Leadership PE program. Participants must be either
EITs or PEs. They will be selected to participate in eight specially designed leadership experiences over an eight-month period. The charter class was selected in the summer of 1998.
Leadership P.E. follows the concepts developed by Leadership KY and other similar leadership programs. Leadership P.E. is the first of its kind to focus on professional engineers.
As such, Leadership P.E. was designed, organized and implemented by members of the Kentucky Society of Professional Engineers (KSPE), the American Council of Engineering
Companies of Kentucky (ACEC-KY) and the Kentuckiana Post of the Society of American Military Engineers (KP-SAME).

